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F Lt

·T HE
O
OWING NOTE
from City Edi r McGregor of th
.
.
.
'
Bismarck Tr1b ne, 1s self-explanatory:

* *

"I NOTE THAT
one of your cor...
resp o n d e n t s is
p u z z le d by the
discrepancies i n
automobile death
totals kept by the
various dailies of
the state. I do not
know whether or
' not he was ref erring to The Tribune, but I thought
you might appreciate an explanation of Tribune
:otals.

* * *

<

" WE VIEW
Davies.
the automobile not only as an instrument of destruction upon but
also off highways. Therefore we
do not only total deaths due to
highway accidents but also deaths
, due to accidental carbon monoxide
gas poisoning; deaths such as the
running-over of persons in home
dr.iveways; deaths that may occur
in a garage from the collapse of
a jack trapping a mechanic beneath it.

* * *

In

cal.
respect to the automobile l
effort is being made throughout
the country to promote t r affic
saf et y on th e h·ghw
1
a ys , .an d 1·t
seems that casualties occurring
elsewhere are not properly related
to th.at subject. I am aware that
either with the classification used
by the Herald or with one such as
is used by the Tribune it is impossible to make a division which will
not leave room for argument.

* *

*

A LETTER JUST RECEIVED
by H. C. Rowland, of the University, from a sister in London tells of
some of the conditions over there
arising from the war. One paragraph reads:

* * *

"PRICE S ARE SOARING SKY
high, but wages are not increasing.
Business here has never been worse.
So many folk have evacuated themselves to all ports of the country.
Some folk are returning. It is sad
to see so many shops closed in
Oxford street, Regent street and
Baker street. The first week, of
the war was just like a Sunday or
bank holiday. Large stores like
Perry & Toms and Paintings of
Kensington. Selfridge's new building is closed for the duration of
the war."
1

* *

* IN LONDON, IS
,S ELFRIDGE'S,
one of the greatest department
stores in the world. Gordon Selfridge, its founder and owner, an
Amer.ican, introduced in London
many of the methods employed in
the Great American department
stores. It took some time for conservative London to become accusto med to the innovations, but the
store caught on, and it has made '
an immense fortune for its owner.

"IT SOMETIMES IS DIFFICULT
to fix a hard and fast rule. This
summer a man commited suicide
by jumping in front of a car. Inasmuch as the car was the instrument of destruction we included it
in our totals. The state highway
department safety division also ineludes it, just because he chose to
leap in front of the car on a publie high.way. Had the man jumped
*
*
in front of the car on a road leadA CURIOUS ILLUSTRATION
ing into a home or farm, the de- of the traditions surrounding the
partment would have ignored it." English "public" school is found in
* * *
the experience of Gordon Selfridge's
IN THE RE<FERENCE WHICH son, for whom the father applied
I made to automobile fatalities I for admission to one of the famous
suggested as a probable reason for public schools. Selfridge, of cour~e,
t the different figures which appear was able and willing to pay whatf in different state dailies the fact ever fee was required, but be found
f that some papers include in their himself against a stone wall.
The
I totals certain classes of ,a ccidents application was politely rejected on
·Iwhich are not included in others. the ground that the boy's father
~ It is seen from Mr. McGregor's was "in trade." If he had been in
i note that the Tribune includes all one of the professions, or even if
fatalities associated with automo- he were retired, the youth would
biles, no matter wher.e they occur. have been accepted, but being ''in
The Herald includes oniy those fa- trade" was fatal. The boy himself
talities directly due to the use of solved the problem by brushing up
automobiles · on highways.
and passing with high marks an
* * *
examination for a scholarship in
WHILE I HAVE NO QUARREL that same school. He won the scholwith the method used by other pa- arship, which entitled him to adpers, the method employed on this mission without fees, i,egardless of
paper seems to me the more Iogi- his father's occupation.

*

r

THESE w AR s DO SOME- farmers in this country. By means
·
k
I d
f of this the Finnish farmer is able
thing to increase our now e ge o to preserve thr.ough the long northgeography. When one reads about ern winter feed which otherwise
what is happening, even if he is would go to waste. I don't know
not driven to the atlas his newspa- whether the Finns got the idea ·
per or magazine from Bert Groom ?f . the Greater
will force on his North Dakota associat10n or he got
attention the ap- the idea from them.
proximate po s ition of places of
ON A GREATER SCALE THAN
which,
perhaps, in almost any other country the
h
never heard Finns have harnessed their falling
b:fore, and names waters, and mil~ions of1 horsepo~er
come to mean to are generated in this way, while
him s O m ething, still more millions aw~it harnessth t they did not ing until the power which they can
m:an before.
generate is needed, One dam, the
learns al- Imatra, ls said to control the
0
n~acts about mightiest power in Europe. Al;i~eign peoples to though Finland's metal industry is
hi h
formerly more than 300 years old, its expan;
c
v e no sion is quite recent. Modern blast
t: 0 ~
t. Take furnaces are being installed, and
Davies.
F" 1 nd for in- the iron and steel industry is asm a t' most of suming important proportions.
stance. Before the war, 0
*
us Finland was merely a desolate
MUCH OF FINLAND IS A
ar~a somewhere up near t~ ,:re- country of lake and forest, and
tic ocean whose people. trave ~i 0 ~ Finland is one of the world's greatskis, ate fish a~d w~:1
1~!t est wood exporting countr.ies. Pulpathletic champi~ns ips.
have wood is one of the country's most
about covered it. But we1
important exports but there is also
learned that Finland is a rea coun- a large export t;ade in finished
try and its people a real pe;J1~· wood products such as paper,
who have their own cul!ure, 11:r sawn lumber, piywood, etc. The naschools and col~eges, their . wel
- tion's for:ests are scientifically
ve~oped industries and their scien- managed, care being taken to
tific agriculture.
avoid waste and to provide for
*
new growth as fast as mature timTO ACQUAINT THE WORL? ber is removed. This Finland has
with what is being done in their in her immense forests a perpetual
country Finnish authorities have asset which will yield income inissued periodically a boo~l~t, hand- definitely.
somely illustrated, depicting the
various activities in which the peo- OTHER INDUSTRIES IN WIDE
pie are engaged. The current num- variety are carried on in buildings
ber of this publication tells u~ t~at as modern as any in the United
one of the first acts of the Fmmsh States. Public schools are e.ccesgovernment which was set u~ fol- sible to all children, and Finland
lowing the achievement of m~e- has one of the lowest rates of illitpendence in 1917 was to provide eracy in the wor.ld. Under the difor the purchase of land at low rection of trained specialists chilprices by tenant farmers, under dren are given frequent physical
which provision some 1,500,000 examinations, and admirable work
acres-about one-third- have been is being done in the promotion of
'added to the productive area of public health.
' 1 he country.
*
j
1
THE WORLD HAS WONDERTRACTORS AS WELL AS ed at the achievements of a nation
horses are numerous on Finnish such as Finland, with a population
farms, and in 20 years the coun- of less than four million, in its
tcy's grain production has been al- struggle to preserve its independmost doubled. Dairying is one of j ence against such a powerful nathe country's major industries. tion as Russia. Clearly the explanBoth dairy and beef cattle are sci- ation lies in the fact that the Finentifically bred. Much of the dairy nish people are saturated with the
industry is supervised by co-opera- spirit of independence, and that
tive societies under whose direc- they have made the most of their
tion dairy cattle are rigidly inspect- opportunities, physical and spb:ied. Modern dairy plants are equip- tuaL
ped with the latest machinery and
*
ar,e immaculate in all their ap- IN THIS WAR THE FINNS
pointments. One picture shows a have exhibited almost uncanny reclass of wholesome-looking Fin- sourcefulness in the employment of
nish maids, attired in modern uni- methods to curcumvent their adforms, listening to a lecture on versaries. Probably Moscow consid::airy matters by one of their in- ers unfair and reprehensible the be,tructors. Another picture shows havior of the Finns in coaxing a
what is called an AIV feed pit, Russian division out onto the ice
which seems to be a pit silo, sim- and then breaking the ice but perilar to those which have been found sonally I got a real kick out of the
so useful by thousands of small _s ~
to_ry
'"""'.-- - - - -
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AS IF THERE WERE N T AL'
h th 1·ngs to wor y over
read Y enoug
•
'
somebody has started ,a dispute ov..
er whether this is the first year of
the decade of the n ineteen-forties
th 1 st of the
0
~
e a
th"rt
nmeteen i Y
decade. We had a
· ·1 ar di sp ute 40
s1mi
years ag~ wh~n
we began
wr.i e
1900. That year
was hail~d as the
beginning of the
twentieth century
u n t i ~ somebody
said it was the
last year of the
nineteenth
century. Then the
fight was on. The
controversy subs i de d, although
Davies.
some disputants
on both sides remained unconvinced, and it seemed that at least an
armed truce might be maintained
for another century. Now that they
are mixing decades in the scrap it
looks like a *
fight, every
* 10 years.

a lag of a~out 10 days. Pope Gregory and his experts fixed that by
shoving the dates forward and eliminating three leap year days in
~ach fou: centuries, which mak.es II
1t approximately correct. But while f
his calendar contained that error,
Ceasar gave the world a much bet~
ter arrangement of months than
we have today In his calendar e:
· had 31 days and
ery other month
the alfernate months 30, except
February which had to be lengthened and' shortened to take up the
slack. July named for Caeser himself, · had 3i days. Then along came
Augustus for whom the month
August ~as named, and Augustus
demanded, and got, as long a month
as his predecessor which threw
the whole thing o~t of joint. I
haven't kept track of what Hitler
and Stalin have done to the calendar, if anything. But I'll bet that it
will be plenty, when they get
around to it. What Roosevelt did
to Thanksgiving will not be a circumstance.

°

OF COURSE ivERY YEAR IS
the beginning of a new century, and
of a new decade. It depends on
where you start. But if the start
.is made with the beginning of the
. .
.
Chr1sban era, on which our calendar is based, the year 10 was the
last year of the first decade and
the year 100 the last of the first
.
f. d
cen t ury, an d so on un t 11 we in
·
t
th
th a t th e year 1940 1s no
e b e·
·
f
d
d
b
t
gmnmg o a new eca e, u th e
las t o.f th e oId one. It's a 11 qui·te
·
1e, b u t I reca11 t'h
simp
"ilat H . H .
Kohlsaat, publisher of the Chicago
Record, and a man of considerable
importance in public affairs, insisted that the year 1900 was the first
of the twentieth century and never
gave up the notion. He kept up
' the argument in his paper for
weeks or months and devoted several heavy editorials to the subject.
He never admitted that the other
view was right.

I

*

*

*

THIS CALENDAR OF OURS IS
a fearful and wonderful thing. In
its general form it dates back to
Julius Caesar, whose astronomers
and mathematicians overlooked a
few minutes or seconds in the
length of the year, and by the middle of the 16th centui. r there was

* * *

THE NEW YEAR COMES IN
with a decided cold snap in Nor,t h
D a k. ot a, w h"1c h., per h aps, 1s
· JUS
· t as
well. Th_e tourist in Ca~ifornia !s
apt. to fmd that at the tu~1e of h~s
arrival they are not havmg their
usual weather. He may be told that
t~~y seldom do have it. That condibon may be found almost anyh
d
h d ·t · N th D
w ere, an we a i m or . akota all through .the early wmter.
But the u~usual. m ~eather has a
sort of dislocating influence, and
.
.d
·
k
an excessively .mil wmter
ma · es
t
necessary readJustmen
s to which
t
.·
we are not accus omed, and which
It
are some t·imes f oun d d'(ff.
i, icu .

*

I

* *

NORMALLY NORTH DAKOta's winter.s are cold, with plenty of
snow. We are accustomed to them,
are prepared for them, and like
them that way. And there is noth- "
ing in the average North Dakota
winter for which we need to apolgize. We know how to build houses
which will withstand the cold, and
the North Dakota family is more
comfortable indoors with the outside temperatures 20 below zero
than is the subtropical family ip
its cardboard shell when the ternperature drops a few degrees below
normal. Here our winter expectations are for cold weather and
when they are not realized things
are more or less out of gear.

to c o n s 1 d e r a
DaYIN.
grievous adjustment for which
somebof;ly was to blame. But
without the device which he had
invented to enable him to change
the cotnplwon ot the court &t
since e.p

aa
expend!,.
turea iD most other departments.
In the light of world condltlons
there ts not lik!II( to be impor,,
tant opposition to the enlarged
defense appropriations, though
there wW be dispute over me-

*
UGGLE WILL

THE
appointment ma,de by ]lf:r, Roosevelt, th&t of Senator Black, was
.severely criticized, as during his
entire public career Mr. Black
~ exhibited qualities anything
but judicial. To

and biere
created a habit of dependence which will not 1
easily be broken. We shall see
during this session of congress
bloc after bloc visiting Washington tA> Fote9t
any reduces to which

et

extreme _ . .

j;der&ted fD the new surroundings
·:JD which he • placed remaiDa an
Ol*l question.
~ appointmentit
en received
with general favor even by those
who look somewhat askance &t
,what 8.19 uaderatood to be the
Deal leanings of the ap-

come

.ve

and,

a geura1 eleetloz,. J!i&t, we
see members of congress lean!Dg
tdMP'd the familiar practice of
voting for all appropriations and
againat

an tax measures.

* *

*

I SEE BY THE PAPER THAT try re Americanized, or names
in the war in Finland there was more familiar to . Amer.icans are
substituted for them. There seems
fierce fighting at Aittajoki, which to be no law which gives to a peris eleven miles east of Aglaejaervi, son a monopolistic right to his own
also that Russian name. If a man with a European
tanks were re- name, unpronounceable in this
pulsed near Jun- country, wishes to be known as
tusranta which is John Smith, the courts would prob. t ab~ve Suo- ably gratify his wish, notwithstandJus
• All this ing the multitude of John Smiths
mussa1m 1.
. th
t
B t
is mos interest- already m · e coun ry.
. u one
·
if a little New York man has a grievance.
:g, d to pro- He complains that a business comarc But 1·f we petitor with a difficult name had
noun e.
.
th
1 ·
t'
think those fore- 1t changed to . e comp aman s
ign names are own. The aggrieved man suggests
har.d to spell and that there should be a law requiring
impossible to pro- public notice to be given of the
nounce, we may intention of anyone to adopt a new
wonder what the name, and that the courts should
foreigners think not act until all interested persons
Davies.
of our Androscog- have a chance to be heard.
·
d
M.
h·t·
1
*
gm an
ic· imac k"mac. Minne
.JAMES H R CROMWELL
HAS
waukan is a pleasant name, but
. · ·
.
.
pe~haps a Finlander would have been appomte~ Az_ner1can mi'?-1ster
difficulty with it. If it be objected to Canada. His first duty will be
that those are Indian names, we to try to a~range for a treaty for
may cite the classic Philadelphia, the completion of the St. Law~ence
which would seem strange to any- waterway.
Mr. Cromwell 1s . a
·
t
med
to
pro
wealthy
man,
and one of cons_1done w h o 1s accus o
nouncing words as they are spell-:- er~ble pr.omine~ce. Amo?~ other
ed. The other fellow's language thmgs he has his o~n opm10ns on
1
"
,, to us
the matter of taxation. He would
a ways seems queer
·
abolish the income tax and raise
* *
revenue instead by means of a genABOUT A YEAR AGO THE eral sales tax. As to the income
Russian gov·e rnment released a new tax, I am not so sure, but Mr. .
film which had been prepared for Cromwell and I seem to think
the purpose of showing Hitler and about alike concerning the sales
his friends that the Russians are tax. As a result of more or less
a heroic people with whom it is profound thinking I have developed
not safe to meddle. The picture the idea that most of our other
presented the story of a famous taxes should be abolished and that
battle between invading Teutonic the bulk of our revenues, federal
knights and Russians commanded and state, should be raised by
by Alexander Nevsky, one of the means of a sales tax, uniform
historic chieftains of old Novgorod. throughout the United States, with
The main action of the battle took the money collected to be apporplace
on a frozen lake onto which tioned on an equitable basis to the I
1
Nevsky lured the invaders. The nation and the states. Local units
ice broke under them, and in the would receive their share from their
most exciting scenes of the picture state government.
the Germanic invaders and their
*
horses were strugglin·g in the water FORTY GAMBLING MACHINES
amid heaving blocks of ice. In the are stored in Bismarck awaiting
battle at Lake Kianti similar scenes the court's order for their destrucwere enacted, but this time it was tion. Something like 40 years ago
the Russians who were on the ice, they destroyed a lot of gambling
while the Finns riddled them with apparatus in Bismarck. It was
shot and dropped bombs on them. dur.ing a legislative session, and it
Perhaps the Finns had stolen some was considered improper and unof those films and the Russians fitting for gambling to be conhadn't seen them.
ducted openly in the capital of the
* *
state contrary to law while the
LEGAL PROV!SION IS MADE people whos 'duty it was to make
for change of na1,hes by individ
. uals, laws were i'1, .session. ri:hose peoand as a mat~er of convenience ple were imghty particular at
many foreign names in this coun- times.

* *

*

*

·*

*

IN EXTREME COLD THE
tell of the ·inadequate equipment of moisture of the breath freezes, and
if the air is still it will fall around
many of the Russian soldiers for one in hoar-frost. Metal becomes
the extreme cold of the far north. brittle, and often highly tempered
We ar,e told of captured Russians steel will fly to pieces if subjected
wearing c o t t o n
to a sharp blow. There is a theory
socks and thin
amounting to a superstition that
b o o t s, and of
the proper treatment for frostbite
many who were
is to rub the· affected part sharply
without mittens.
with snow. Rubbing frozen skin is
Naturally b o t h
always dangerous, and the only
hands and feet
merit about the use of snow is that
were frozen. We
as it thaws it permits the fr.ozen
of this northern
member to thaw out gradually intier of s t a t e s
stead of too rapidly. When the
k n o w something
snow is of a temperature of 40 deabout cold weath..
grees below zero it sends the frost
er and how needeeper. An application of ice water
essary it is fo:t
or melting snow, always without
those exposed to
rubbing, is much better.
it to protect
* * *
themselves thorI THINK IT WAS ADDISON
o u g h 1 y. Special
who drew on his imagination for a
care must be takDavies.
description of winter weather in
en of the hands and feet. In my the Arctic. He told of the exper,i1'\0rthern farming days I experi- ence o,f a company of explorers
mented with every kind of cover- who spent a winter in a hut in the
ing fox the hands and feet that far north where the cold was such
were then in use. To me gloves of as his readers had never known or
any mater~al were utterly useless imagined. Thermometers froze solf or outdoor work in·extreme weath- id. The men1s breath froze and fell
er. Lined mittens were better, but to the ground in chunks. Smoke
lining would wear our and would from the chimney froze, and to cap
become moist with perspiration. the ·,climax, sound also froze. When ·.
Then the mittens were difficult to the men spoke their words fell to
dry. I got the best results from a the ground as fast as they were utwool mitten reaching well above tered and then were obliged to
the wr.ists, with a separate mitten communicate by means of signs. In
of soft buckskin drawn over it. the course of the winter the frozen
WUh such an outfit, plenty large, words accumulated in drifts around
I could keep my hands comfortable the hut. When spring came the
in any weather, and at night the two language began to thaw out, and
sets of mittens could be separated there was a perfect Babel of sound.
and thoroughly dried.
The embarrassing thing was that
*
*
during the period of silence the
A SIMlLAR PLAN WAS FOL- men had been saying what they
lowed with reference to the feet. I thought of each other, and in some
tried those felt boots with leather cases it was plenty. And when that
covers, of which I haven't seen a language thawed out ·e verybody was
pair in years. They were heavy and profoundly shocked. It was a good
clumsy when they became moist story, and remarkably well told.
it was next to impossible to dry
* * *
them. Felt boots sh.aped to the foot
A LITTLE KNOWLEDGE OF
like a stocking and worn under the scriptures sometimes comes in
rubber overshoes or moccasins handy. When Bishop Ralph Cushworked fairly well, but the felt man of St. Paul met a group of
soon became compacted and lost local Methodists at luncheon here
some of its nonconducting proper- last Saturday, he was congratulated
ties. My favorite footgear consisted on bis achievement o.f the distincof two or three pairs of wool socks tion of becoming a grandfather.
with heavy knee-length socks drawn He confessed that he was proud of
over them, and rubber overshoes the honor, and told how the news
which · buckled close around the of it was broken to him. From .his
ankles. T at outfit was not heavy, son, who had been pacing the floor
and its p rts could be separated of a hospital in a distant city in the
and dried whenever desir.ed. Leath- manner usual in such cases he reer moccasins are in some respects ceived a telegram which read:
preferable to the rubber overshoes,
"Unto us a child is born; unto us
but they are bad if one encounters a son is given. His name is George,
slop_py walking, whereas the rub- and he weighs 8* pounds, plus.
her 1s waterproof.
Mother. doing well."
1

*

IN AN INTERESTINt · ARTFORTUNATELY, TASTES IN
icle in the Saturday Eveni g Post literature differ. Otherwise there
on "The Classic Books o Ameri- would be room in the world for
,,
.
writers of only one type. I have
ca W. Somerset Maugham writes I just read for the first time a book
of American authors whom he
has found most
which was a best seller a few
years ago, and which created a
interesting
and
mild sensation by what was some-'
most
American.
times called its indecency. I exHis viewpoint, as
pected to find it pretty raw, but I
he says, is necexpected also to find in it literary
essarily that of
merit which would excuse, if not
the English readjustify its offenses against good'
er, hence his optaste. In this I was disappointed.
m10ns will fail
As a social document, and as a
· to coincide with
work of art the book was to me a
those of many
complete flop. I found it nasty, for
American
readwhich I had been partly prepared,
ers, who are
and insufferably and depressingm or e
familiar
ly dull, which I had not anticithan h i m s e 1 f
pated. I should have foun~ it as 1
with the local
entertaining to fish for garbage
environment and
in a cess-pool as it was to read
social conditions
it.
which have inDavies.
fluenced American literature. He
MY. GUESS IS THAT SUCH A
takes no account of the product
of recent years, much of which he book becomes a best seller for a
has not read, but confines him- combination of the following reaself to those works which may sons: A few critics imagine that
fairly be called classic. His art- there must be some merit in the
.icle makes interesting reading, book or it would not have been
and in it he exhibits the critical written. Its pornographic characjudgment which would be expect.. ter attracts the curious; and
many, hearing others praise it, are
cd of him.
afraid not to do likewise for fear
IT IS NOT SURPRISING TO of being thought lacking in literfind an English critic placing Walt ary discernment. In this case I
Whitman, as Mr. Maugham does, willingly take my stand with the
at the head of the list of American low-brows.
poets. Whitman was accepted in
England as a great poet before
IN CALIFORNIA A FEW
American readers knew much years ago a preacher whose name
about them; at least before they I have forgotten if I ever knew
paid much attention to him. Pr.ob- it, painted some 20 pictures in the
ably he is more popular today in style of sur-realism, or whatever
England than in the United States. the latest abomination in art is
But one of Mr. Maugham's state- called. The pictures were mer,e
men ts is a little surprising. He splotches of paint, without order
says of Whitman: "He brought or design, exaggerated imitations
poetry to the common man."
of the wildest extravagances that
were then being perpetrated on j
IT IS TRUE THAT WHITMAN canvas. By means of skillfully
wrote voluminously of the com- managed .publicity the painter
mon man, eulogized and glorified caused it to be known that the
him. He wrgte of the dignity of artist, whom he represented as a
the common man and of the maj- brilliant, but exceedingly modest
esty and beauty that are to be person, had with difficulty been
found in the common things that persuaded to permit this collection
surround him. But the simple fact to be placed in exhibition, and
is that the American comIUon exhibited it was. It was the senman has never been greatly in- sation of the hour. Critic examterested in Whitman's poetry.
ined the grotesque designs and interpreted them in fulsome articles.
IN SO FAR AS THE COMMON Social leaders viewed them and
man is interested in poetry at all exclaimed "How wonderful!" Sohis taste lies in other directions. cial climber followed and echoed
He is much more likely to prefer the exclamation. Then the preachthe simpler measures of Longfel- er exploded. He told the people
low, or Bryant, or Whittier. As that those things were not picbetween Whitman and Poe, he tures at all, but gobs of paint on
1 would choose Poe, though he may
which he had spent a few minutes
not care for the morbidity that each, and they had no meaning
is to be found in much of Poe's and were never intended to have
work. And he may be in doubt any. And how he did laugh at
whether there is or is not fine critics, socialites and climbers!
gold beneath the rough exterior I'd like to meet that preacher and
of much that Whitman wrote.
pat him on the back.

*

* *

* * *

* * *

* * *

* * *

LAST WEEK I OVERLOOKED od. It has been my effort in this
an important an iversary. On column to avoid everything even
January 6 this column had reach- remotely resembling formality or
regularity. I have recorded here
ed the mature age of 10 years. bits of gossip, old-time reminisThough a little late I shall cele- censes, my own thoughts on matbrate, anyway. I
ters and things as they have ocshaH try to get
cur.red to me, and the thoughts of
others who have been kind enough
someone to bake
a birthday cake,
to write to me, in the hope that
shall light a few
readers might find in "'That Recandles, ·and shall
minds Me" something which would
, br.ush up my recinterest them and which might
ollections of 10
prompt some of them occasionally
years ago, which
to share with me and with the
is p r o p e r for
Herald's constituency, interesting \
birthday celebrabits out of their own experience.
tions.
* * *HAVE TOLD I
I suppose that
MANY FRIENDS
almost every
me that they enjoy the column, and
newspaper
man
naturally that gratifies me. I have
has at some time
enjoyed writing it. Sometimes
or other given
there is an abundance. of topics
which seem suitable for comment;
t thought
to the
writing of a
sometimes the supply seems to
"column.'' I was no exception. I have run out. I suppose it is
had thought about it many times, largely a matter of mood. But
but for one reason or another the there has been pleasure in gathopportune time did not seem to ering together the fragments, for
come until one day Oppegard many of them have pleasant assuggested that we experiment and sociations on which I like to ·
see how the idea would work. The dwell.
column was started on January 6,
* *
ESPECIALLY PLEASING TO
1930, with an article about the
first airplane flight ever made in me is the fact that this part of my
Grand Forks or in the northwest, work has given me contact with
that made by Hoxsey at the Gralld fine people who, though I may
Forks fair in 1910. Not only was never have met them, I am happy
that the first flying done in the to number among my friends. The
·northwest, but Frank Kent who column seems to be a sort of. table
was taken for a ride by Hoxsey, around which we sit and chat. Our
was the first person in the north- conversation may not be profound
west to rJde as a passenger in a -sometimes it is quite frivolousplane.
but there is a. human quality about
it which makes f o:r good fellowTHE PARTICULAR CIRCUM- ship and gives variety to existence.
stance which suggested that as the
*
first subject for the column was
IN WRITING HERE I THINK
the fact that a squadron of army often of Longfellow's poem beginfliers, 20 in number, was on its ning "I shot an arrow into the air."
way to Grand Forks to give a The words that are written are
demonstration of army flying. The gone-one knows not where. Someairmen had been delayed by weath- times there comes to mind a paraer and other unfavorable condi- graph which I know to be trivial,
tion~, but a little later they arriv- and concerning which . I am in1
ed and made some interesting doubt. Shall I write it, or not. Wil
flights. Several Grand Forks men anyone be interested? Many times,
were at that time given their first when I have written such a paraexperience in the air.
gr.aph after such a period of
doubt, I have heard perhaps from
* * *
a distant reader to whom that bit
~T'S HOW AND WHEN of flotsam made a special appeal,
th1~ column got its start. With oc- who was reminded by it, perhaps,
cas1onal lapses due to ill health it of some interesting passage in his
has been kept going regularly ever or her own life.
since. I have used in it some mil* * *
lions of words which, if laid end
AND SO, AS THE 10 CANDLES
to end in a straight line, would flicker over the cake-provided I
reach from here to yonder, if not can find someone to bake a cake-...
farther, and, as many of the I shall look back over the 10 years
'!ords have been used several
the knowledge that this column
times, the supply i~ far from being has been a source of happiness to ,
exhausted.
.. ..
me, with gladness that others have
*
found n it something to interest
EVERY COLUMNIST HAS ms them
nd in the hope that the
own method. Perhaps it should be friends ps that it has helped to
called a habit rather than a meth- cr.eate
11 last forever and a day

*

*

*

*

*
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MlllMBJl:RSHIP MICE TINGS sell wheat abroad we pay a bonus
<Jf the Chamber o1 Cottunerce are on exports. Because ot that boheld only occasionally. Unless nua the Importing country raises
there is some specific subject to its duty to offset the bonus, which,
be discussed general meetings are so far as I can see, leaves us just
characterized by
about where we were before.
desultory conver•
ae.tion and little
SENATOR CARTER GLASS,
tlse. The results
who Is never ill favor of lavish
are not satllfy•
outlay of any kind, proposes a
ing and attendloan of $60,000,000 to Finland.
&nee lags. Best
Senator Nye is opposed to making
results have been
the loan on the ground that It
attained by call•
would be a step toward war. Fining the full memland has been attacked without
bership together
provocatloa lly a power about fif.
when there has
ty ~
She has made
been secured an
a gallant .Nialstd'&-1ch has won
outside speaker
the admiration of the world.
who has a re&l
Davtea.
American sympathy, except on the
message to present or when j;here part of the Student Union and a
i• under consideration some par- few such like organizations, is enticular subject requiring general tirely with Finland. The Finns
discussion and acUGD. by tht en• are f!&'htble for the aame rights
tire body.
which Americans hold sacred.
Have we become 10 cautious, so
DIRECTORS OF THE CHAM- afraid of our own shadow, that
ber, however, meet regularly, usu- we are hesitant to lend a hand
ally every other week and more to a frienct In di!ltress for fear
frequently when subjects arise re- that some highway robber will
quiring their attention. Because not like it? I am all for helping
of these conditions the individual Finland, with a loan, or a gift,
member often inquires "What is and if Mr. Stalin doesn't like it,
the Chamber of Commerce do- let b1m lump It.
Ing?" The seoretary'1 report,
copies of which were delivered to ENGINEER 8EVIS0N, WHi:'
all members present at the an- has done a man's !dse job on our
nual meeting and which have been roads, continuea to urge curtailmailed to all others, does not give ment of our state system of higha complete answer to that ques- ways, and also of the system of
tlon, but it serves as an lndicatiOD county roads. Mr. Sevison is deof what the answer 11. A.etually, ~ DI ttwor at ~ roads, but
the Chamber of Commerce Is a he would rataer have a system of
busy organization. Its officers, moderate slse with the roads well
committees and directors are deal- maintained, than a mammoth sysIng the year around with a wide tem of poor roads. The fact Is
variety of subjects which are that we have laid out a system of
of importance to the people of state roads larger than can be
Grand Forks, and a perusal of the properly maintained with the
report just issued will be enlight· funda DOW OD IHmd GI' likely to
ening. I suggest a careful read• be available, and that 1a true c. •
Ing of it.
many of the coUDty roads. Th6 ·
* *
sensible thing would be to conTHERE IS SOMETHING PUZ- centrate on necessary trunk highlllling about the whole subject of ways and keep them in proper
duties, quotas and subsidies. I condition and permit those of lesnotice that one of the factors ser Im ortance to take their lace
u Contributing
ased in a
o,
frien.dly relations between the sums have been !!pent OD
United States and Italy 1s the building of some loc&l roads for
discontinuance by Italy of the which there I.a no re&l need, which
practice of subsicllidlll 1flk ex- are seldom used, and which migh•
ports, Because exports of ma.Du- better be abandoned except fo,
factured silk were subsidized by suoh care u is necessary to at
the Itali&n .-overnment our gov- commodat, the occuion&l local
ernment. acting under the law, traffic that passes over them.
imposed countervailing Import du* * *
ties OD silk lmporta from Italy. THE TREND OF DEMANDS
The subsidies have been discon- for appropriations for agriculture
ttnued, ud the countervailing du- leads one to wonder if the people
ties are to cease. Trade will be of the UDlted States did not make
facilitated and we shall all love a J:nfstake when ttley atarted farm.each other bettel' thaD befor..
1JII. ~nfflll'i if:.,~ country'•
*
w,,M'
11\'il we have
ALL THAT IS PLlllASANT adopted the policy of subsidizln&'
IIDd sra,tifying. At the same time it in order to keep it on itl feet,
our own government is subsldiz- and apparently that policy 111 being exports of wheat from this Ing accepted as a permanent one
country. Whether those subsidies for the nation. There seems t·
are in reprls&l for excessive Im· be something wrong with a 1et
port dutiea and quotu by other of conditlona when the nation's
Datlona or the reverse is the case, major Industry must be kept alive
the two go together. In order to by a series of shots in the arm.

* * *
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A CORRESPONDENT SENDS liailstones except for the enclosed,
In two clippings from the Herald taken of one I picked up on J. P.
of the same date, one of a news Hemmingstons lawn after a hailstory from Washington in which storm early in the year about 28 or
it is said that Secretary Wallace 29 years ago. The hailstone, with
advocates the its many rough edges, thawed very
certificate plan quickly. In the picture you can
of s u b s i dizing even see the water running down
the production of from my elbow. There weren't very
cer tai
farm many stones of this size, but
crops and the enough so that one didn't care to
other an editor- be outside."
lal saying that
*
Mr. Wallace has
THE PICTURE, WHICH IS A
advo cat e d the very small one, shows Mr. Koldpayment of bon- ing's arm extended, with the hailuses for produc- stone in his hand. The chunk of
tion of such farm ice is just about large enough to
crops. The cor- cover the palm of his hand-a lot
respondent asks larger than any turkey egg, I reif in one article member a storm in Grand Forks
or the other there on a circus day many years ago
is not distortion in which the hailstones were the
Davies.
of the secretary's largest I ever saw. I don't know
views on the subject. I think not. that any pictures of them were
The news article describes what taken. Until that time it has been
Secretary Wallace now advocates, usual to describe unusually large
which is in substance a revival of hailstones as being the size of
the old processing tax, which, as eggs- hens' eggs. But on that oche says, would be passed on to the casion they were much bigger,
consumer. The editorial refers to and as it was baseball season, we
what Mr. Wallace has advocated, compared them to baseballs which
and which is now in operation, was no exaggeration.
namely, the payment of a direct
* *
subsidy from the treasury. Mr.
USUALLY, THOUGH PER
Wallace was in favor of the old haps, not always, hailstones ar.e
processing ta.x, but when it was de- not actually single chunks of ice,
clared unconstitutional he advocat- but are built up, a large mass beed the dirct subsidy, until he now ing composed of several smaller
proposes a revival of the process- stones which have been partly
lng form. The purpose of the edit- melted and then frozen together.
orial was to emphasize the fact Like the one which Mr. Kolding
that under either plan somebody describes, they are irregular in
must pay. In the one case it was form, and the outer edges melt
the citizen as a taxpayer; in the quickly.
other it ls the same citizen as a
* REMINDS
consumer.
MENTION OF* ICE
me of the way they bathe in FinMRS. F. 0. LARSON OF land. Just why one should think
Grand Forks writes:
of bathing in connection with ice
"I read with interest in Sunday's is made clear by a paragraph or
Herald of Mrs. Donald Currie of two In a reprint from the Reader's
Cavalier and her old family Bible. Digest of last February. Discussing
There must be many of these old several Finnish characteristics the
family Bibles In homes around writer says:
about us. I have one about the
\same size as Mrs. Currie's, printed
"THE LUST FOR HARDINESS
in German, which was owned by carries over into their very indulthe late Mr. and Mrs. Eli Geiger, gences. Ther.e is, for example, the
pioneers of Pembina county. This sauna-the Finnish bath. Imagine
Bible contains many beautiful il- a windowless hut, hermetically
lustrations, some in color. There sealed except for a small opening
are also pages to record births, in the roof, containing a lot of big
marriages and deaths, and a copy stones, heated red-hot by a fire
of my parents' marriage certifi- underneath them. Imagine a naked
cate. One heavy page at the back Finn blithely pouring dippers of
holds family .p ortraits. Recently water on those ston~s. until he . and
my brother proved . :his cltizenshli, other Finns are enveloped in
by the recor.d of his birth in this clouds of hot steam. All of them
Bible, before assuming his posi- lie serenely on their backs in this
tion as rural mail carrier."
stifling atmosphere or belabor each
*
other with small branches until
ACCOMPANYING HIS LET- their skins are tingling. Then- if
ter with a small snap-shot of a big you can- imagine them racing out
hailstone which he held in his of the blinding, suffocating steam
' hand, M. B. Kolding of Mccanna clouds, and plunging, with shrieks
writes:
of joy, into an icy lake or snow
"Your column and Robert Rip- bank!
ley's "Believe It Or Not" are two "The Finns think the sauna helps
of the Grand Forks Herald fea- explain their athletic prowess.
tures I usually look fo.r. The other Even when they put modern
day I noticed that attention was plumbing into their homes, pacalled to "hailstones as big as tur- triotism often makes them refuse
k:ey eggs" in Canada. So far I to change the bathing arrang
have never seen any real shots of ments-for fear they'll go soft."

I
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MANY OF THE R USS I AN
IN THIS TERRITORY WE
·prisoners captured by the . Finns are still recording air pressure in
carried little books of instrwctions inches, but international practice
calls for the use of millibars inon how to ski. That seems strange, stead of inches, and some of the
for if names are eastern papers are now using milliany indication the bar.s, which will be confusing for
Russians should some time. When the record reads
be accustomed to 29 inches, t 1ose who follow such
skiing. There are records know about what that.
Trotzky, and Ker- means. But when we read of 281
ensky, and Zagor- millibars, which is close to the
sky, and Povol- same thing, one is, so to speak, up
sky, and Aleksin- in the air.
sky, and an immense lot of oth- WE USE THE DECIMAL SYSers. Difference in tem in designating our money valspelling ought not ues. We like it because it is simto matt e r .. The ple and convenient. But we have
Finns don't have made only slight progress toward
to carry books to popularization of the decimal ·systeach them how tem in our weights and measures.
to ski. They are In laboratories and .among certain
Davies.
born that way. groups of technicians grams and
Probably the story that they are meters and so forth are in general
born with skis on their feet is mere use but the rest of us stick stubpropaganda, but they take .t o ski- bor~ly to feet and inches, tons,
ing as a duck to water.. It is as pounds and ounces rods and acres,
natural for a Finnish child to ~ki quarts and galions.' Those measureas it was for an American child ments are all arbitrary, and the
to ride a bicycle in the heyday of units in any one group are not even
the wheel a generation ago. In remotely related to any other, but
those days a small boy was asked we refuse to change.
if his baby sister could walk yet.
*
••Walk? Naw," he exclaimed. "She
ONE REASON .F OR THIS IS
.can't even ride a bicycle yet."
the inertia of long custom. We are
*
slow to change practices to which
AS A WAR MEASURE THE wt: have been accustomed from
. .
t
t i
to childhood even though ther,e are
_British govern~en 1~ ry ng
no obstacles in the way save those
stimulate. the .httle P!g industr~ of custom and sentiment. But there
The Brit~sh villager is . urged t are practical obstacles to changes
keep a pig .o~ two in his gard~n, in our system of weights and measand an official bulletin -~xplams ures. Our nation is highly industhat pigs are as easily raised as trialized and most of the measurec~ickens. And what could be n:ore ments t~ which our vast mechanip~ctur.esque tha~ a flock of little cal equipment is adapted are based
pigs on _a .lawn· And t? think <?f on the present system, and to
the massacre of lit~le pigs in t~l~ change them would involve stagcountry by ~rder of ~ecretary W
gering cost. In .some -quarters, too,
lace a few years ago·
it is held that for many purposes
measurements of feet and · inches
IN LOOKING O VE R THE are better than those of meters
weather r·ecords most people pay and millimeter.s.
However, the .
more' attention to ,t emperature and trend . seems to be toward the deci-r'
precipitation than to -barometric mal 'System where measurements
readings, although weather chang- of great precision are required.
es are dependent largely on atmos*
phemc pressure. The .weight of the
MY GRANDFATHER SPENT
atmosphere at sea level is equal his early life in England, and
to that of a column of mercury of though his long residence in can..
equal .cross-section about 30 .inches ada enabled him to calculate
high. In this country, and in many in dollars and cents, he often
others, it has been customary to translated dollars into pounds in
record atmospheric pressure in order to be quite sure of himself.
terms of inches. .When the reading If a man asked him $27 for a cow,
·is ·about 30 that means that the air he was not quite ·c ertain if that
is dense and heavy, and we look were a fair price. But what a swift
usually for fair weather. If the calculation informed him that the
pressure gets down to around 28 man was asking about five pound
we may look for ~trong winds, and, ten, he was right in his element
depending on other conditions, for and would proceed to haggle for
·~ olent storms.
five pound.

* * *
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I LIKE THOSE LITTLE BITS
of philosophy uttered
aily by
· Aunt Het, over in the orthwest
c.o rner of the next pag . If you
don't read Aunt Het you are missing something. I
liked partJcularly that bit on
Monday; in which
she s a i d s h e
didn't want ever
to get things fixed just to suit
her. "Havin' a
perfect house to
set and look at,"
she said, "wouldn't be as much
fun as plannin'
to improve it.'' I
think most of us
will echo that
sentiment when
we take time to
think it over. We may say quite
sincerely that with the poet vve
think this the best of all possible
worlds, yet in fact we ar~ never
quite satisfied with it, and we are
continually tinkering with it and
everything 1n it. And, if it wer.e
not so, we should be having a dull
time. This applies not only to the
houses in which we live, but to
Ieverything we touch. No matter
how carefully we plan, nothing is
ever quite right, which is another
j way of saying that nothing that
man does is ever quite perfect.

I

I

l

* * *

THE HOUSE MAY BE EVER
so carefully planned, but no sooner have we moved in than we find
that some slight changes would
in1prove it. And, while we do not
tear the house down and do it all
over, we are quite apt o make little changes here and there. Butwhen the changes are made we
find that they are still not quite
right.

* * *

I HAVE PLANNED AND REplanned gardens most of my life.

I have started in the fall and
spend a considerable share of the
winter planning a garden that I
was determined to have for once
just right. I have drawn diagrams
to scale with every vegetable row
and flower bed carefully spotted,
and I have followed the plan scrupously at planting time. But when
the stuff got to growing I have
found that it would have been better to reverse the positions of the
cucumbers and r.adishes and I had
forgotten to leave room for a bed
of asters.

*

* *

*

*

IN PLANNING THERE IS A
large share of the fun of living,
and if the plans were perfectly
made and perfectly carried out,
there would be no more planning
to do. Weeds are an intolerable
nujsance in a garden, but if there
were no weeds ther.e would be no
weeding to do and we should miss
the satisfaction of pitting will and
muscle against the persistence of
unwanted growths. One gets more
of a thrill from a sturdy plant that
has been kept free from weeds and
protected from pests than if the
plant had reached perfection without human effort.

*

I AM UNRESERVEDLY IN
favor of trying to make this world
a better place in which to live, but
I do not expect that it will ever
be made perfect by human effort.
And if it were perfect, what a
monotonous place it would be.
There would be no weeding to do
in the garden, no .changes to be
made in the house, no improvements to be made in plants or animals, no wrongs anywhere to call
forth our sympathies and stimulate
us to efforts at betterment. Heaven
is often pictured as a realm of
bliss where everything is perfect,
but a heaven in which there is
nothing to strive for and nothing
to do through all eternity would be
a terrible place.

----.r,

THE MAIL BRINGS FOR REview a little book of poems entitled
"This Questing · for Melodies," by
Nellie Baldwin Rudser, a former
North Dakotan, but now of Spokane. Mrs. Rudser formerly Nellie ,Baldwin, is a
native of Ramsey county, the
d au g h t e r and
granddaughter of
N o r t h Dakota
pioneers: Duri~g
her residence m
this state she
was a diligent
student of pioneer lore, and,
among other activities, as dist r i c t chairman
of the state Federation of Wom·
d
t
en's Clubs, in the history epar ment, she collected and published
the biographies of more th~n 70
pioneer mothers and compiled the
records of numerous churches and
communities in Ramsey county, a
work which will be invaluable to
the later historian.

IN QUEST OF MELODY.
\
cadence has been pulsing
through the ages,
Treated melodies i-n measured
mood;
,
.
.. ,
Each varied phase of all creations
. '
music·
But through the centuries, the
tones elude
Those ears that are not tuned to
hear this r.hythm,
Emotions which evade the feelingtone.
.
There 1s. ~at~edral symphony of
prairies.
Bleak. windts, ~earle~ waves, frail
1nsec s-s1ng a one,
And the units in universal chorus,
Which disbelief-indifference-may
bedim.
,
Then may tomorrows influence
develop
And tune each soul to hear that
master-hymn.

Full

* * *

· THEN WE HAVE THE FOLlowing, with a North Dakota background, which reveals a profound
understanding of the vicissitudes
* * *
of pioneer life and of the spirit
ALTHOUGH SHE HAD BEEN which has sustained that life:
busily engaged in wriijng for years
her work in this department was
intensified when an automobile VOICE OF THE PRAIRIE OAK.
accident in 1933 compelled her to
To you who left these plains:
suspend most outside activities.
Drouth stricken, old
In 1936 ill health made necessary With fear and bent with unrewardher removal to the milder climate
ed toil,
of the west. Since then her poems I hold a message . • • secret if you
have appeared in many newspawill.
pers and magazines, and many of I know you suffered, saw your
those are now republished in the
golden grain
present attractive little volume, Go down in withered fields, greytogether with much new materparched with thirst:
. ial.
I heard your women weeping in
* * *
the night;
THERE ARE WRITERS WHO Saw smoke from chimneys grow
revel in the beauties of nature, and
thin-spiralized, cease.
who can paint with wor.ds the
gtory of the sunet, the splendor of I, too, have been outraged by rock
tiie autumn forest and the deliand storm;
cate beauty of a flower. Others, I, too, have shrieked with terror,
more introspective, concern themwhen the North
selves more intimately with the Sent blizzards here to slay me, beat ,
things of the spirit, memories, afwith hail
fections and emotions. It is to this Until my fragile leaves were swept
latter group that Mrs. Rudser bein ruins,
longs, and most of her verse is cal- My infant birdlings gasping at my·
culated to strike a sympathetic
feet,
·
chord in the listener's hear.t rath- My climbing moths destroyed like
er than to direct his attention to
spidered lace!
·
extraneous objects. The spirit My roots through every crisis
which characterizes most of the
clung in faith!
numbers in this volume are indi- But see, my crippled branches
cated in the title-poem:
touch the sky!

* *

*

A FRIEND WRITES FROM ing into the ancestry of their origChicago of ha ing attended a sym- inators.
phony concert at which the music
* * *
was Finnish and the guest artist
I MISSED A FINE SPECTACLE
a young Russian violinist, certain- the other day when the elements
ly an unusual hung over Grand Forks a midwincombina ti o n in ter rainbow, which was reported
the present state to me by C. C. Jackson. I wonder
of affairs. But how many saw it. Mr. Jackson said
why not? In spite that the rainbow was a perfect
of all the effort arch, with all the beautiful colors
that has be en that belong to t;b.e rainbow. It was
made to distort caused, of course, by the breaking
· it, ar is not, and up of the sunlight by the myriad
cann
be made particles of frost that filled thE'
local or partisan. air at that time. Midwinter rainCert in forms of bows, though not unknown, are
it m y be used to rather unusual, and this seems to
ex
e s s some- have be.en an exceptionally fine
thin of the en- one.
viro ment, t h e
*
cust ms and sen- WITH THE LOCAL TEMPERAtime ts of a lo- ture in the twenties belo:w zero we
Davies.
calit o a racial read of fighting in Finland at 40
or national group, b the beauty to 50 below zero, and it tnakes one
is something apart f om the pas~ shiver. The plight of the Russian
invaders of Finland is often comslons and prejudices f men.
pared to that of Napoleon's troops
* * NATIONAL- in that tragic Russian campaign.
FORTUNATELY
istic l}atreds do r:ot last long in But while. the French troops suf- .
tbe fields of music, painting and fered ter.x:1bly on the retreat from
literature. in th former World Moscow, 1t was .n ot old weather
war attempt
re Jn.Jtde by a that started the trouble. .The
few of our supe pa: iots to sup- weather that yeai: was unusually
press in tpis co try verything of mild until quite late in the seaGerman orig . Peop e were urged son, and the retreat began before
not to rea bookl written by Ger- real winter set in.
man writers or to Ii en to music
*
by German composers. A few places I HAVE NO IDEA HOW DANnames '\Vere changed because· they gerous it may be to fire guns when
were of German origin, and we the temperature is around 40 bewer.e urged to eat sauer kraut low. It is a fact that extreme cold
under the name "liberty cabbage." renders metal brittle. Many a
It didn't work. Those who fo:und woodsman has chipped the fine
entertainment or food for thought edge of his ax by chopping with
in books by German writers con- it unde11: conditions of 40 below,
tinued to read thos~ books, and and if the same rule applies to the
people continued to enjoy their big gun I should pref er to be elsefavorite music without inquiring wh:ere when the thing goes off. ·
as to the nationalt~ r the politi*
cal sympathies of the composers.
I HAVE NEVER LISTENED
* *
to the firing of a big gun~ and
UNDER THE NAZI REGIME from the descriptions that I have
Germans are forbidden to use or heard I do not crave the experenjoy anything whos~ origin can ience. They tell me it is awful. I
be ascr.ibed to anyone of Jewish am told, also, that on a battleship
descent, and under the compulsion the men in the gun tur~t , who
of a totalitarian govet nment the load the weapon and are almost
prohibition seems to b~ for the touching it when it is discharged,
present fairly effective. But when experience no discomfort. The terthe strait jacket has been .c ast off rible concussion of sound is at the
and Germans again assert tpeir other end of the gun. With the
right to be themselves, they ·will breech closed tight and the thick
reject ali such stupidities and will walls of the tur.ret protecting them
again ~ccept artistic productions the men inside are quite comforten their ~wn merit without inquir- able.

* *

* *

* *

*
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FREDERICK STROM, OUT- dema.nd anything of the sort. A
standing Swedish Socialist leader,· system in which the people choose
is convinced that his party was wisely representatives to act for
mistaken in opposing extensive them in matters concerning which
military defense
they, the people, cannot be ade-1
preparations by
quately informed Is more truly
Sweden. He is
democratic than one in which they
now in favor of
attempt to do everything for
such prep a r athemselves. We seem to be in
tion, as events in
danger of forgetting that this ls
Fin I and have
a representative democracy.
convinced him of
its necessity. He
ON THE BASIS OF WHAT
advocates, also,
was believed to be trustworthy in·
the creation of
formation the United States News
a co=on desaid the other day that Presifense league to be
dent Roosevelt intended soon to
composed of the
announce that he would not be a
northern c o u nnavt.,..
ca.ndldate for a third nomination
tries. He believes that If such a by his party. That announcement
league had been in existence last might be expected, it was said,
fall Russia would not have dared on Ja.nuary 20, the date on which
to attack Finland. It is now too presidential terms now begin, or
late to avert that catastrophe, on March 4, the anniversary of
but Mr. Strom thinks that it the date on which Mr. Roosevelt
may not yet be too late for the took office. The former date has
northern nations to check the ag- passed without such announcegression which threatens them ment. Has it been deferred unpresenting a united front and til March 4, or is it to be made
making it known that they are at all?
determined to resist encroachment.
WHILE THERE IS NO LAW
*
on the subject, the country has a
MR. STROM HAS HAD THE right to a statement of his intenkind of awakening which many tions from Mr. Roosevelt. The
others experienced too late. He time is nearing when party nomirealizes, as he did not realize be- nations must be made. If Mr.
fore that the aggressor is not to Roosevelt intends to be a candlbe stayed by soft words, and that date the people, both Democrats
the on 1 y th Ing that w 111 and Republicans, have a right to
check him is the existence of know it so that they may adjust
force and the knowledge that it themselves to that situation and
will be used promptly and re- be prepared to act accordingly. /
lentlessly in whatever measure Prospective candidates of both
may be necessary to protect those parties have also certain interwho are menaced.
ests in the matter which in all
* * *
fairness should not be Ignored. It
IN 1914 THE GERMAN HIGH is not consistent with the fitness
command was convinced that of things that the president of the
Great Britain would not go to United States should be a dark
war, and well-informed writers horse candidates.
have said that If it had been be*
lieved 1n Berlin that in case of FOR MANY YEARS SENAinvasion of Belgium and attack tor Borah has been one of the
on France, Britain would go to most conspicuous members of the
.war and puL ioto U all the.~llt United Statea..aenate. His aerv~
of the empire, there would have in that body has been marked
been no war. Later Germany did by ability of a high order, by unnot believe that the United States remitting industry, by unusual
would go to war, hence the series resourcefulness in debate, and by
of provocations that precipitated eloquence which always comAmerica.n entrance. Again last manded attention. It ls one of,
fall Hitler could not be convinced the paradoxes of public life that ,
that Britain would fight, and still a man so able, so undoubtedly
later +t was not believed in Mos- patriotic, should have served so 1
cow that Finland would make the long in the senate without origin- 1
.splendid fight that she has done. atlng constructive legislation on
The peace-loving nations can curb any of the important questions I
aggression, but to do so they with which the government has
must stand together and have it had to deal. He was essentially J
known that they will fight with a critic, often a valuable and con1
all their power if and when fight- structive critic, but always opposing becomes necessary.
ing something that he believed to l
be wrong rather than proposing
IN THE STATES WIDCH important measure• which he behave presidential preference pri- lieved right.
maries steps are being taken to
* *
line up the voters in favor of this NOMINALLY A REPUBLIor that candidate for one or other can, Senator Borah was as often
of the party nominations. In no found opposing the policies of the
presidential primary is the vote administration when his own
an expression of spontaneous po- party was in power as when the
pular sentiment. Always it Is the Democrats were In controL He
result of diligent work by politi- was one of the small group of
ciaos to win support for their fa- senators whose irreconciliable &tvorites. The primary idea as ap- titude prevented American memplied to major offices is an out- bership in the League of Nations.
growth of the notion that a na- He was one of the leaders who
tion of 130,000,000 can be run effectively opposed President
on the town meeting plan. It just Roosevelt's court-packing plan.
can't be done. Nor does the ap- In whatever cause he enlisted he
lication of democratic principles was a power.

* * *

* *

* * *

*

* * *

*

*

A WELL-K OWN MAN
hOM door a card bearing printed 'mwe will call Smith, because of the structions for the guidance of oc-1
public position which he holds is cupants of the room. I read the
often called on to speak at the list carefully, as I didn't wish to 1
dedication of pub- run any risk of being court-marlic buildings. His tialed. It was signed ''Allen Bufriend Jones,' also chanan, captain." So even before
a more or less hitting the Gulf Str.eam I was able
public character, to deliver Abbott's message.
I
is often required found Captain Buchanan most corto function in ,a dial and greatly pleased to hear
smaller capacity. from his old friend. When we sepSeeing no reason arated later in the Caribbean his
why they should last word was a friendly message
strain themselves for Dr. Abbott.
by preparing separate speeches for
WHEN WE REACHED THE
e a Ch dedication, fleet I was assigned with seven
the two men col- others to the battleship, California,
laborated in the which was then the flagship of
preparation of a Admiral Robison. There, in a most
dedi cat o r Y ad- congenial company, I met Rear
dress which, with Admiral L. A. Bostwick, Admiral
slight variations, could be used to Robison's _chief of staff, who sat
dedicate almost anything. The at my right at the admiral's table.
speech was delivered at sundry He was a tall, erect sailor, beardplaces, spaced so that the same ed, grizzled and taciturn, but with
crowd would not hear the same a twinkle in his eye and a dry
address. But a clerical friend of humor which broke out at unexthe two men, who also had occa- pected times and places.
sion to attend many such exercises, remarked to Jones one day:
LAST THURSDAY I READ IN
"Jones, I've heard you make that the New York Times an account ·
speech three times, and I've heard of the death of Admiral Bostwick.
Smith make it four times. I'm On Thursday evening Dr. Abbott
wondering when you two are go- handed me a newspaper clipping
ing to dig up a new speech."
telling of the death of Captain
"We'll dig up a new speech, Buchanan. Thus coincidence brings
Dominie," was the reply, "when into one's experience, sometimes
you dig up a new Lord's prayer." in curious ways, things not related
*
to each other.
SIXTEEN YEARS AGO SEC* * *
retary Denby invited some 85
CAPTAIN BUCHANAN WAS A
newspaper men to "join the navy'' native of Indiana. A member of
for the period of maneuvers in the, the class of 1899 at Annapolis naWest Irldies. I was fortunate val academy, he found himself
enough to be included in .the list. plunged into action when his class
, I accepted and bad a fine time. was graduated early to provide
Lest it be supposed that the tax- junior officers for the navy at the
payers paid for our meals on that outset of the war with Spain. He
trip, let me observe that we paid was an ensign on Admiral Sampfor our own meals, laundry and son's flagship when the Spanish
all personal items. The ships were fleet was sunk off San ti ago. He ·
going places anyway, and we went commanded the naval force which
1 along.
occupied Vera Cruz during the
Mexican disturbance and served
SHORTLY BEFORE· I LEFT with distinction in the World war. .
for the ~ast Dr. G. A. Abbott, of Shortly after graduation he marthe University, who knew of my ried Miss Mary Goodwin, of Brookdestination, said, "While you are ville, Indiana, an acquaintance of
down there among the naval men Mrs. :r. B. Breitwieser.
. you may run across a . Captain Allen Buchanan, an old friend and ADMIRAL BOSTWICK WAS
' college mate of mine. If you do, also present at the b·a ttle of Sangreet him from me.'' I promised to tiago. At that time he was a jundo so.
ior officer on the Oregon when
that ship made her famous voyOUR PARTY ASSEMBLED AT age around the Horn from the PaCharleston, South Carolina, where cific. He also served on the Orewe boarded the transport Hender.. gon in the Philippines. Throug~I
·s on for the voyage to the Carib... successive promotions he became
bean. Going to the room to which vice-admiral in charge of the bat- ,
I had been assigned I found on the tle fleet.
,
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"THE CONSTITUTION OF THE terpretation, and which may be
United States at the End of One considered a part of the constitution itself. Each item in the italiHundred and Fifty Years" ls the cized list is annotated, and there
title of a valuable work just pub- are given in all 376 citizens of
lished by the University of Indiana. cases in which the court decided \
Its author, Hugh
what the law should be. The prepE. Willis, was a
aration of such work has requir.ed
member of the
long and diligent research, and
f a c u 1 t y of the
Dean Willis has produced a unique
University of
little volume, intelligible to the layNorth Dakota for
man, and which should be of great
five years, being
assistance to the student.
a professor in
*
the law school
A CAPTIOUS CRITIC MIGHT
from 1917 to 1920,
object to the author's statement
and dean of the
that the supreme court has been
law school until
one of the "makers" of the consti1920. For several
tution on the ground that the court
ye a rs he has
has not undertaken to give the
been a member
country a new constitution, but
of the law faculrather to apply the principles emty of the Univerbodied in the constitution already
sity of Indiana.
written to the cases hr.ought beImplied in the
Davies.
fore it. As the facts in many of
title of the book is the thought those cases were such as had been
that the American constitution ls overlooked by the founders or
not now what it was when the or- were of a character which it was
iginal document was written, and impossible for them to foresee, that
that thought is set forth speclfical- application of principles depended
ly in the body of the work. It is necessarily on the training, ternpointed out that not only has the perament and general outlook of I
constitution been changed in sev- the judges whose duty it was to
eral important particulars by for- make the decisions. But, whether
; mal amendment, but obscure pass- we shall say that the judges
· ages have been interpreted and "made," or "interpreted and apnew material has been added in plied" the constitution, Dean Wilsuch manner as to become part lis has pr.oduced an interesting and
of the body of the law.
valuable little book.

* *

* *

* WHICH
THE CONSTITUTION
we have today, says Dean Willis,
is not as Gladstone said, the greatest work "ever struck off at one
time by the brain and purpose of
man," but "the most wonderful
thing made by the brain and purpose of man during these 150
I years."
In fact, the author does not restrict the creation of the constitution to this recent period of a century and a half, but ascribes the
1origin of many of its provisions
to Magna Carta, to the English
revolution of 1688, and to various
acts and resolutions by the colol hies and their citizens dating back
; more than a century before the
!constitutional convention.
I,
AMONG THE REAL MAKERS
of the constitution are listed not
only those who were leaders in the
constitutional convention, but such
. men as Coke, Pym, Hampden and
Milton and writers such as Harriet Beecher Stowe and Adam
Smith. Among the constitution
builders is listed William J, Bryan,
a. classification which may puzzle
some readers. But, says Dean Willis, "the gr.eatest makers of our
United States constitution have
been certain justices of the United
States supreme court."

I
I

I

*

*

*

* * *

FOLLOWING A DESCRIPTION
Jf the manner in which the consti·ution has been developed is given
the text of the origil\al constitution as amended, with the author's
aummary in italics of new material
which has been added by court in-

* * *

THE NAVY SHOOTS AWAY A
lot of money in target practice and
salutes. It burns up a lot of money
in cruising here and there. It may
seem to the landsman that the
guns might just as well be silent
and the ships might as w ell stay;
in one place until they are called
into real action. In some quarters
there is an impression that the
navy spends money recklessly and
lavishly. Of course target practice
is necessary if men are to learn
to shoot accurately, and Theodor.e
Roosevelt remarked that "the only
shots that count are the ones that
hit." The salute is a. form of courtesy which is often worth much
more than it costs. And ships have
errands about which the landsman
knows nothing.

* * *

BUT IN THE OPERATION OF 1
the ships the most rigid economy
prevails. On the transport Henderson, on which our newspaper party
sailed south from Char.leston, sea
water was distilled for the boilers,
for baths and for all other purposes. We landlubbers were tol<t to
use all the water we needed, but
please not to waste any of it, for
it took four pounds of oil to distill
a gallon of water. Standing on the
deck of the California on the way
north several of us noticed black
smoke pouring from the funnels
of another battleship two or three
numbers to the rear. "Somebody's
going to get hell for that," remarked a lieutenant standing near.
Black smoke is taboo, for it indica tes that costly fuel is being wasted.

A FEW DAYS AGO I RECEIVed a letter from an old schoolmate
in Ontario the wife of another
'
schoolmate to whom she was married IS4 years ago. Several years
ago we called on

the Chilkoot pass and down icy
rivers and treacherous rapids to
Daws~n. Many lives were lost on
that Journey, and many of the
gold-hunters lost courage and
turned back rather than brave
its dangers.

those friends on
DR. FA\JcEir cioNCEI\rED
an eastern visit
the ambitious plan of reaching the
and found them
gold country overland, going by
living comfortabrail to Edmonton, using horses
Iy on the farm
for transportation through the
which they have
rugged and perilous mountain diso cc u pi e d f or
trict, and building boats in which
ma. n y
y e a rs.
to make the rest of the journey
Since then the
when navigable water was reacht w o fa m i 1 i e s
ed. The plan was to prospect for
have maintained
gold in the Peace river country,
o c c a sional corand to be governed by circumrespondence. Abstances thereafter. For this purbie is the letterpose Fawcett organized the Good
w r it e r of her
Hope Mining company, whose
family, and I enmembers were himself, his son,
joy her chatty
Davies.
John, H. ·J. Brink, Victor Chaffee,
epistles greatly. In her latest let- Geo. McGregor, C. C. Bowen,
ter she told of having attended an Henry Huendel and John Gluannual family reunion of the macher, all of Grand Forks, Davie
Fawcett family, several of whose Beare of Seattle, W. W. Dickson
'
[members still live in the old neigh- and Alex Johnson of Forest River,
Jborhood.
Chas. Colosky and Jas. Ryder of
l
Manvel, Victor Bowen, Mallory,
MENTION OF THAT FAMILY Pearl Bennett and Geo. Francis of
. brought up many recollections of Hoople, J. W. Rafferty and Thos.
my own schooldays, for among my Nelson of Bathgate, K. Nicholson
schoolmates were most of the Fisher, D. Tisdale, an exper.iencmembers of the Fawcett family, a ed placer miner from Montana,
numerous and lusty brood, several another placed miner yet to be
older than myself, some near my selected, and Harry Peters of
own age, and some younger and IGrand Forks, who was taken
just starting out. The eldest son, · along as cook. An advance guard
Jon, had graduated from the consisting of Jas. Durrant and
country school before I began, and Jas. Smith left for Edmonton early
I knew him only a.s a grown in December, 1897, to obtain
young man who was attending obtain horses and supplies.
college somewhere, and who spent
his vacations at home. Shortly THE MAIN PARTY LEFT
after I moved into Grand Forks Grand Forks on January 20, 1898.
I met a Dr. John Fawcett who At Edmonton 80 horses were
was practicing medicine here and bought, and supplies considered
I learned that he was the 'John sufficient for eight months, and
Fawcett whose brothers and sis- after a week or two spent in
ters I had known so well back breaking the horses and learning
east.
the a:rt of packing and loading
* •
the party set forth. The complete
DR. FAWCETT WAS A VER- story of that expedition will never
satile person. Originally he had be told, f.or after rea.c~ing what
studied for the ministry, but for was considered promisi?g counsome reason he switched to medi- try the party broke up mto proscine, and in Grand Forks he had pecting. squads which set out each
a fairly large practice. As a side under its own leader, ~nd those
line he built and operated steam groups were never reumted. Some
or motor boats. At one time he of the minor parties remained in
had a boat doing freighting on the north t~rough th:3-t year, but
Lake Kenmare in North Dakota the men with famihes returned
and one of his boats built at late in the summer. For the acGrand Forks operated on the Red coun.ts given .by individuals it was1
river until navigation was sus- possible to piece together a com, pended. He moved to the Pacific posite story of thrilling adven' coast and died a good many yea.rs ture and . grind!ng toil. I~ is s,
ago. Captain Billy Fawcett, ma- story of mcred1ble . hard~hips, 0 1
gazine published and resort own- hunger ~nd cold m wmter, of
er of Minneapolis is his son
weary miles of travel through al*' *
· most impassable muskeg in which
men and horses sunk deep at eve
ONE OF DR. FAWCETT'S step, of following trails that le
ventures was the organization of over mountains so steep tha
a party of gold-seekers to jour- blocks and tackle had to be used
ney overland to the Klondike. to hoist both horses and thei
The country had gone mad over loads, of rafting down boiling
the gold discoveries in the far rapids where jagged rocks thr.eanorthwest, and the l'ure of fabu- tened the crazy craft with deslous riches had brought on a truction. Traces of gold and other
grand rush. The usual route of precious metals were found but
travel was by steamer from the hoped-for etrike was never
Seattle to Skagway, thence over made.

* * *

I

* * *

*

•

*

NEARLY 10 YEARS AGO
Scribner's magazine published an
article
by
Winston
Churchill
which has peculiar interest at this
time because of Mr. Churchill's
prominence as a
writer and statesman, and because
of his present
position as head
of the British
navy department
in another gr.e at
war. The article
was entitled "If
Lee Had Not Won
the Battle of Gett y s b u r g." The
first reaction of
t)le reader to that
title would be to
think that someone had blundDavies.
ered, for everyone knows that Lee did not win
the battle of Gettysburg, but the
title was correct, for the article
was an imaginative study based on
the supposition that Lee did win
that battle.

*

*

*

THE ARTICLE, WRITTEN IN
1930, was worded as if it has been
written several years later, and
the author assumes himself to be
living under conditions such as
would have been created had Lee
~ctually been victorious and describes the conditions which he
thinks would have followed Lee's
defeat. It is an interesting study
of history in reverse. Naturally,
his conclusions correspond with
the actual facts.

* * *

IF CERTAIN THINGS HAD
been done, says Mr. Churchill,
Pickett's charge would have been
repulsed (which it was) and Gettysburg would have been a great
northern victory (as it was). The
author then refers in a casual way,
as if to matters of current knowledge, to the results of this supposed victory of Lee's. It placed
Lee at the head of the southern
confederacy, displacing Davis. By
a master stroke Lee solved the
' problem of slavery, declaring that
the Confederacy would pursue no
policy "no policy toward the African negroes which was not in
harmony with the moral conceptions of western Europe.'' This satisfied those British who had supported the Union because of the
slavery issue. With that issue out
of the way there was no reason
why they should not recognize the
Confederacy, and this they did.
the able assistance of Gladj With
stone the new nation created for
the liberated slaves "institutions
1suited to their own cultural deIvelopment and capable of affor,d1ing them a different, yet }}onorable
status within the ,c ommonwealth.

I

* * *

THE AUTHOR ASKS WHAT
would have happened if the liberation of the slaves had been followed by "some idiotic' assertion of
racial equality, a,nd even by at-

~--------

tempts to graft white democratic
institutions upon the simple, docile,
gifted African race, belonging to a
much earlier chapter in history."
There -follows a picture of what actually followed during the days of
reconstruction.

* * *

THEN COMES AN INTERESTing outline of the political d.evelopments which are supposed to have
folllowed Lee's victory and British recognition. With the slavery
issue settled Lincoln counseled
peace holding that it would not
be right to prolong the slaughter
on the question of sovereignty
alone. Bitterness continued between the two sections, and for
years there was danger of Fresh
hostilities, with the British a constant menace from the Canadian
border. At length there was effected under Balfour, British premier,
and T h e o d o r e Roosevelt and
Woodrow Wilson, respectively northern and southern presidents, a
moral and psychological reunion of
the English-speaking peoples, with
complete political independence
guaranteed to each and provision
made for common citizenship.

*

* *

WE ARE TOLD THEN OF
what might have happened if no
such association had been perfected. The frictions and jealousies of
continental Europe are outlined,
and the events leading up to the
outbreak of the World war are
described. Had it not been for the
British-American association, says
Mr. Churchill, there would have
resulted such a catastrophe as actually overtook the world. But in
this crisis the English-speaking association intervened and served
notice on all the mobilized powers
that "failing a peaceful outcome,
the association must deem itself
ipso facto at war with any power
in either combination whose troops
uwaded the territory of its neighbor."

* * *

THAT DECLARATION HAD
the desired effect. Military movements were halted, differences
were adjusted, and peace reigned.
Pres en t 1 y continental nations
themselves joined in a like beneficent association of their own. Concerning the kaiser the article says:
"If today he occupies in his old age
the most splendid situation in Europe, let him not forget that he
might well have found himself eating the bitter bread of exile, a dethr.oned sovereign, and a broken
man loaded with unutterable reproacb.''

*

*

*

GETTYSBURG IS USUALLY
listed as one of the decisive battles of the world, It is interesting
to speculate now on what would
have happened had it resulted differently. And it is interesting to
read now such an analysis made
10 years ago by a man who now
occupies such a prominent position in another great war, and
who, many b elieve, is likely soon
to head the B r itish government.

A GROUP OF ENGINEERS
has just declared feasible the st.
Lawrence waterways. Only the
other day a New York congressman wanteel to
have the subject
referred to another lot of engineers to 11ee
what
t h e y
thought about it.
I have no idea to
how many engineering comm!ssiona the construction of that
waterway h a s
been referred, but
it has been exDavtea.
amined and reported on over and
over again, and all the engineers
who have dealt with it have pronounced the plan feasible. But
whenever there seems to be some
prospect of getting action some
opponent of the plan wants to
have another investigation to determine whether or not the thing
is possible.

* * *

AS A MATTER OF FACT,
the construction of that portion of
the waterway lying in the international section Is physically a slmpie matter. The formation Is rock.
ao there ls no question of sliding
banks
. and enormous dredging operat10ns such as were necessary
at Panama. Canals 14 feet dee
al d
in
ti
p
are
rea y
opera 0 ~· and
there has never been any d1fficulty In constructing them. Those
canals were dug in response to
traffic demands. The first were 4
f t d
Wh th be
ee eep.
en ey came congested tl¥ly were deepened to 7
feet, and then to 14, and at the
peak of the season they are now
crowded with craft small enou h
.
.
g
to navigate them. Small freighters
from Europe use them, and the
only reason that larger ocean craft
do not enter the Great Lakes ls
that the way ls barred to them
along that stretch of less than LIO
ii
Th
.
t
1 t
m es.h fere this wa er P!then Y deep
enoug
or
em on e er side.
Th w 11 d
al
f t d
e
e an can , 27 ee
eep,
A8') :8Wl'l8QWi 6 a
330 feet, is waiting for oce
fie. The drop in the St. Lawrence
section affected by the treaty ls
only about 700 feet. The only reason why that barrier has not been
removed ii that its existence helps
to line the pockets of a few interested persons.

WHILE ALL THAT IS SCAN·
dalous, I have never warm
ed up
to the proposal to exclude by Jaw
the relatives of congressmen from
public service in any way assoc!ated with their relative's work.
For one thing, such a law could
easily be evaded by trades among
congressmen so minded. Congressman Smith's uncle could be
made secretary to Congressman
and Congressman Jones
could return the compliment by
appointing Smith's brother-in-law.
There ls another reason at least
equally important. A member of
congresa must have a personal
secretary and other members of
his office staff. The relations between the official and his chief
secretary are necessarily intimate
and confidential, and in many a
case the only person who can fit
the situation effectively Is some
near relative of the official. Vice
President Gamer's secretary Is his
wife, and she has held that position through her husband's long
term in congress. No other person could fill the position so well
or so advantageously from the
standpoint of public service.

*

*

*

A GR O U P O F B E
b oost ers w,.11 v1s1
. ·t Grand
MIForks
DJ1
t d
t
.
.
O a~
0 enJoy ':mter sports entertamment provided for them by
the Cavallers and to dire t th tt ti of 1 al
c
ea
en on
oc people to the Paul
Bunyan carnival .at.• Be~ldjl Feb~ary 8-11. Bem1dj1 s wmter carmval has become one of the outstanding winter ev nts
f th
O
rth
t
It
tt e
e
no wes .
a racts visitors
from great dfstances, and has
been the subject of newspaper and
magazine comment in many of the
·u
It Is
1
.arge c1 es.
good advertis- (
mg for the entire northwest. The
program prepared for. this season
includes a wide variety of ex- I
hlle~ting winter sports and the I
exh1b1tlons and contests are sure
to be interesting. The Paul Bun.
I
yan carnival is too good a thing 1
to miss.

I
I

*

BOTH CONGRESS AND THE
president did their best to devise
legislation and regulations which
would keep this continent free
from the war and its consequences. American ships are now
prohibited by law from entering
* *
certain war areas. Americans
THERE
ARE PUBLISHED may not sell goods on credit to
from time to time articles dealing belligerents. The American re•
with the nepotism practiced by publics have drawn a line in the
aome congressmen, and l!sts have ocean around this hemisphere,
been given of the relatives of this hoping to exclude from the area
or that oongreaSID8.ll who have enclosed the armed ships of the
places on the public payoll, with warring powers. These and other
the salaries received by each. steps have been taken, in the hope
There are congressmen, it appears, that incidents of an Irritating nawhose principal business in Wash- ture might be prevented. But
ington is to find public jobs for within sight of the American
their relatives. Scandalous facts coast the only important naval
have been disclosed. In one case engagement of the war took place.
reported a congressman's fatl\er Shipping from this side of the
had been carried on the rolls as ocean Is stopped on the high seas
secretary, although he had never for examination and sometimes
done a day's work in that posi· taken to foreign ports. American
tion and had never even been in malls are opened and examined.
Washington. Fathers, brothers, To say that all this is irritating
sons, uncles, wives and· cousins is putting it mildly. But when nabave been given jobs in which tions fight the interests and the
they did literally nothing to earn convenience of others are given
their pay.
scant consideration.

*

THIS PARTICULAR S,E CTION
of the· northwest seems to be about
the only .part of the northern hemisphere to have escaped unseasonable cold weather. Here we have
had only a few
days when the
temperature has
dropped to more
than 20 degrees
below zero, and
we always expect
such
temperatures, or lower,
in midwinter, but
elsewhere o v er
th is continent,
and in most of
Europe and Asia,
there has been
record - breaking
cold, with usually heavy snow in
' many areas. Like
Davies.
Imany other things, cold is relative.
f People will freeze to death in Alal bama in temperatures which in
'IN orth Dakota would be considered
balmy. The reason is not that we
are toughened to the cold and that
in the warmer climates people's
blood is thinner. I don't think there
is much in · that notion. Northern
peoples expect cold weather and
prepare for it. Southerners do not,
and when it comes they are caught
unawares. I shivered most of one
day in Charleston, South Carolina
in a temperature only two or three
degrees below freezing. I was
dressed, as the natives were, for
warmer weather. Buildings were
not well heated. Everything was
cold and clammy, and we ,all shiv, ered together.

I

***

If IT SENDS COLD CHILLS UP

I and down my spine to read of skat1

1

ing on Mobile bay. And many
friends who have spent winters in
the south tell of the acute discomfort experienced in the occasional
cold snaps which visit the south
just often enough to make people
uncomfortable, but not oft en
enough to make them realize the
wisdom of preparation for them. '

*

*

*

EVEN AS FAR NORTH AS MY
old home in southern Ontario the
winters are usually much milder
than here, and buildings are poorly
equipped to withstand cold. In my
youth back there I never saw a
storm window or heard of insulat..
ed walls. Here those things are
taken for granted in the building
of a hapitable dwelling and we are
scarcely conscious of changes in
temperature. But you can't make
those easterners believe it. Time
after tim~ "easter? friends have
a_~:~- me. How m the world do

you manage to exist in such awful cold as you get out ther·e ?" Patiently I have explained that we
prepare to keep the cold out of our
houses and away from our persons,
and that we are more comfortable
in winter than they are. They are
too polite to call me a; liar, but
that's what they think.

*

*

*

BECAUSE OF EFFORTS TO
conserve water in view of shrinking supplies, New York City has
recently reduced its water consumption 20,000,000 gallons a day.
That is 10 times the average consumption of Grand Forks, but New
York is a pretty big place. The
water shortage there has assumed
serious proportions. With consumption of a billion gallons a day it is r
necessary to have enormous storage capacity. The reservoirs upstate have a capacity of 284 billion
gallons, and they ar.e now less than '
half full. Plans have been made to
supplement the supply by drawing
on some 200 deep wells on Long
Island, many of which have been
out of use for years. Islanders
have raised objections to part of
that program on the ground that
withdrawal of so much fresh wa- 1
ter from t;he wells would cause
ocean water to seep in and spoil
the whole system. New York City
streets are now being washed with
water taken direct from the Hudson. As a public health measure
the water is chlorinated as it is
pumped from the river. It is then
delivered direct to the flushing
tanks. Recent heavy snow in most
of the eastern territory is expected
to replenish the shrinking supply.
1·

***

IN EUROPE EXTREME COLD
has had its effect on military operations and defense preparations.
When the Russians began their attack on Finland they predicted
that as soon as cold weather set in
the lakes and mashes Which occuPY much of Finland's ar.e a would
freeze, making possible an uninterrupted march of Russians and
facilitating the expected speedy
conquest. The lakes and marshes
froze over, but the cold became so '
bitter that the Russians themselves
froze while the Finns prepared 1
for ;uch weather thre~ the ene-,
my into confusio~. On the other
hand, Holland has relied strongly
for defense on her canals frl>m
which large areas could be' flooded and made impassable for invading troops. But the canals· are
frozen and the Hollanders have
found it necessary to build wire
entanglements and adopt other defensive measures which have not
been considered necessary in ordinary circumstances.

------...~------:--"'""':""':'----------

RELATIVITY IS OFTEN DIScussed as if it were a new and
mysterious
principle
discover.e d
only a few years ago by Doctor
Einstein and capable of being understood by only
about a
dozen
perso~s . of. the
two b1lhon m the
world , and its elements have always been recognized b! m?derately
mtelhgent
people. Everyone
knows that when
one walks toward
the rear end of a
rapidly
moving
train, though he
may be walking
three miles an
hour in ~ne directicm with respect to the train, he is actually
traveling many miles an hour in
t:tie opposite direction with respect
to the earth beneath the rain. And,
if the train is moving east or west,
the earth would be spinning it one
way or the other at a rate many
times that of the train itself.
When, one considers the swing of
the earth through its orbit and the
movement of the entir.e solar system through space, no one knows
which way he is moving, or if ,.e
is moving at all. Motion is motion
only as it is related to something
outside the supposedly moving
t
body, and if there were only one
~ speck of matter in the universe,
there could be no motion, no up or
down, no east or west.
r

*

*

*

ALL THAT IS THE SCIENCE
of simplicity, and the pr.inciple is
. equally simple as applied to time.
Time is measured by distance and
motion. It takes time to walk a
mile, for the earth to make revolution for light to come from a
distant star, but if there werie no
miles, no revolutions, no stars, no
anything, there would be no time.
Those facts were not discovered by
Einstein. What the distinguished
doctor did was to apply them in
ways that were new, and to extend the application into fields of
higher mathematics which the ordinary mortal does not know even
how to approach.

,
IT ISN'T STATED HOW MAN'Yi
million water faucets there are in
New York City, but 400,000 of them
are leaking, according to the water
department. Householders are urged • to have them fixed, and are
reminded that one leaky faucet,
dripping all day may waste as
'
.
uch water as the family
. would
use for proper purposes m a day.
How are your faucets? One of mine
has dripped and dripped, and I
have fixed and fixed at it until I
seem at last to have it fairly well
tamed.

* * *

. THE MICROPHONES WHICH
were in use in the New York City
council chamber until recently
have been removed and council
sessions are now ~uch shorter 1
than they were. The aldermen
seem to have decided that there is,
use orating when there is no
audience to listen.

no

* * *

SPEAKING OF ALDERMEN,
have you picked yours yet for your
war.d? In April we in Grand Forks
revert to the aldermanic form of
government, which calls- for the
election of a mayor at large and
two aldermen from each of the
seven wards. Years ago the poli·
tical pot would have been simmering, if not boiling, by this time, but
thus far I haven't heard even a
whisper.

*

* *

THERE WERE SOME LIVELY
contests in the city campaigns
years ago. One of the closest was
that of 1894 when W. J. Anderson
defeated H. L. Whithed for mayor
by something like 50 votes. In those
days city elections were run, theoretically, at least, on a party ba...
sis. I think that in the 1894 election Whithed ran as an inde,p endent, but Anderson was nominated
at a Republican party convention.

**

*

WHILE PA RT Y DESIGNAtions were used on the ballots,
party lines were not very strictly
observed when it came to voting,
and after a while it was realized
that there was really no Republican or Democratic way of running
the business of a city like Grand
Forks, and ultimately the law was
changed and party designations
*
*
were eliminated in all municipal
THE FINNISH GOVERNMENT elections. So this year the candihas ordered from an American dates for mayor and aldermen will
firm five tons of insecticide. Going be on their own, and will run
to spray the Russians, huh?
without political party backing.

*·

